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TUCSON

Vol. 1, No. 1, 31 January 1969

CODE-GUARDIAN
RUMOR DISPELLED
By now we have probably all
heard the rumor that the editors of
both the Phoenix and the Guardian
have not passed English II. In the
last issue of an underground paper
you may have read that the editors
said, "They knew nothing about it.."
Not satisfied with the editors' ignorance, members of TUCSON approached
a Dean on the question.
The Dean stated that the rumor
was definitely unfounded, as there
was nothing to indicate that the editors had ever elected a course in
English. However, the Dean made it
clear that if the editors chose to
elect English II, their previous
literary work would not be held
against them by the faculty.
A MODEST PROPOSAL
For those who feel that criticism must be accompanied by an alternate proposal, we would like to offer
the idea of renovating one of the existing farmhouses on campus for our
student union instead of putting up
$1x10 6 for a modern union. If the
proper house is chosen, the adjacent
barn could serve as a combination
recreation building and dormitory.
Unlike such dubious proposals as
converting the 4th floor of Millett
Hall into a student center and moving
the faculty into a circus tent, we
feel that this proposal merits some
consideration. The restoration of
one of the authentic mid-western
farmhouses located in a scenic area
of this campus would provide an organic unity between the students'
origin and their envisioned future.
A plank road into the campus would
add to the mood. Perhaps the biology
department could add some cows for
effect.
The homey, historic interior of
the barn would provide an atmosphere
of tradition in keeping with the best
principles of Ohio yeomanry. The exterior could be thoroughly modernized
with four letter words to suit even
the most extreme tastes on a tenth
of the $1x10 6 proposed. Perhaps a
special allocation of funds would not
be necessary for this undertaking,
thus diverting this money into scholarships or parking fees. The renovation might be accomplished by the students and faculty themselves.

The authenticity of the student union and recreation building would stand for the very principles upon which the students
live and grow toward future reknown: a conscientious adherence
to the existing structures of our
society.
TUCSON COMMENTS ON
THE AIMS OF CODE
RELEASED (PHOENIX, 1/6/69)
be responsive and aware
CODE:"
of society's needs an
d deficiencies."
Isn't it strange that no
THINK:
one from Code responded
to the following plea
printed in the Guardian?
"Ride Needed for
handicapped in wheel
chairs
"
Don't worry, Code, after
spending $30 per week on
taxi fares, one handicapped student finally dropped out. Now that the
election is over you can
go back to something
really significant, such
as the parking fee issue.
CODE:" develop esthetics and
humanities beyond isolated thought."
Code's initial effort in
THINK:
this direction appears to
be printing four letter
words in Phoenix instead
of on the John walls.
CODE:" the freedom to question
without being intimidated."
But not to hesitate to inTHINK:
timidate others who don't
agree with sweet slogans
such as, Work! Study! Get
Ahead! Kill! and Hangman,
Hangman!
CODE:" a practical, relevant experience in self-rule, and
of lasting importance, a
recognition of individual
integrity and worth."
The last self-rule that apTHINK:
proached what Code appears
to have in mind was that
of Adolph Hitler. Individual integrity is something
possessed by the friends
of Code. The rest of the
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faculty and students are "administrative hacks", "biased", "don't
care about Justice", "vicious and
repressive" and "copped out". Another expression of individual integrity is,
"How can the students stand for a
spiritless faculty that will not
question the administration and
remains apathetic to the issues of
our times
How can the faculty
stand themselves?"
CODE:" work to be an innovative,
creative organization involved in real-life situations."
THINK:
As best we can tell, the
innovation and creative
part of Code is Phoenix
which creates the news it
needs and distorts whatever
else is available to fit
its viewpoint.
CODE:" see that the university becomes a microcosm of the
world, not as it is , but as
it could be."
THINK:
The best attempt Code has
made at this aim is to imitate the attitudes and practices of the House Un-American Activities Committee.
CODE:" ability to function as individuals in a society of institutions."
THINK: Typified by comments such as
"We've got to get ourselves
together: organize....If 600
students would get together,
we'd do the job. They play
the game, let's lay the truth
up them: Student Power can
remake this University."

by its actions. Is Code molding
students "to be unthinking, technical capabilities of an unfeeling monolithic society...." We
would prefer Wright State students
to be sensitive, participatory,
creative partners of a new and enlightened tomorrow. Look around
you, fellow students....happy with
the Code mold?
UNION SUIT
This space was made available
in this issue for any comments the
Union wished to make. Unfortunately, we did not receive any material before we went to press. The
TUCSON will continue to offer this
space to administration critics who
have something meaningful to say.
Note that only half the usual space
is available - we believe this
suits the accuracy we expect in
this space.
The TUCSON is an aperiodic publication of the THINK Committee.
This publication is financed solely
through the donations and contributions of concerned faculty and students. Anyone interested in helping further the works of TUCSON and
THINK may contact the editors,
H. M. Hanson and C. Wales.

The Guardian Lives!!
If you call such yellow journalism
living.

We of TUCSON cannot accept a 1969
group that would make students unthinking, insensitive, uncritical followers of a Code that oppresses opponents' ideas with shouts, threats, intimidations and slander. We are told
that Code is preparing students for
meaningful, productive lives; we say
students must have an opportunity to
share in thinking about the present
and future. We know Code's intentions
T - Today, Tomorrow, Time, Truth, Thought
H - Humanitarianism, Honor, Harbinger, Health
I - Intelligence, Integrity, Innovation
N - Noblesse oblige, Nutriment
K - Knowledge
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